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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a footballer with a great technique
capacity. His control, driving and
distribution of play are elegant due to his
awesome ball control. Through his
technical gestures, he can get rid off
rivals in offensive 1v1 duels. Then, he
generates breaking-line passes or small-
sided associations to advance.

It is necessary to be accurate when
passing and have a good location on the
field in orden to play an one-touch play.
Kökçü got it. Regardless the type of pass
he receives, he knows how to control it
and pass it near their foot right. He is
very dynamic.

He is capable of making breaking-line
passes, assisting in the last third of the
field and making diagonal long balls to
put teammates in advantage. Once he
finds it, he leaves a lot of players back
and puts his teammates in front of the
goal.

Quality technique One-touch play Vision of play



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

He is a key player in transitions into
attack. His technical quality allows him to
generate vertical passes to put his
teammates up to box. Through his
dynamism, he can pass it and instantly
become an option of pass while either
running or staying static to manage the
tempo of play.

He has a great shooting technique. He
demonstrates it while taking set pieces
or making lateral crosses. Also, he has
scored many goals in open play from
outside the box. His shots are direct and
powerful. He looks for shooting it up and
hard, making it impossible for the rival
goalie.

Shooting

Due to his technical and tactical qualities,
he is a great player to play in different
positions. He can play both as a holding
midfielder to help while building up from
the back and on a box to box role. He
also performs as a free player around
the field to attack from many flanks and
generating passes in the last third of
play.

PolyvalenceTrasition into attack



Social Media

@orkunkokcu@Orkun_Kokcu

https://www.instagram.com/orkunkokcu/?hl=es
https://twitter.com/orkun_kokcu

